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At the end of this chapter, you should be able to :
• compute the margin of error and fluctuation interval at 95% confi-

dence for a known probability ;
• use a fluctuation interval to accept or reject an assumption ;
• compute the confidence interval at 95% for a sample ;
• use a confidence interval to estimate a probability ;
• use the calculator to simulate a random experiment.
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Margin of error

6.1 Estimation and sampling : an electionIn 2008, the Amerian eletors had to hoose between the Republian John MCain and theDemorat Barak Obama. On Eletion day, Obama won with 53% of the votes. Of ourse, thiswas not known to the andidates before the eletion. Surveys were organised by both parties toestimate the proportion of eletors who wanted to vote for eah andidate. As it's impossibleto gather the opinions of all the eletors, surveys are arried over small parts of the population,alled samples. We will onsider that samples are built randomly.
Part A – Point estimate

1. Over a sample of 900 eletors, 497 delared that they wanted to vote for Obama. Computethe perentage of potential Obama eletors in this sample.
2. The perentage omputed for the sample is a point estimate of the atual perentage in thewhole population. Compute the di�erene between this point estimate and the true value(known only after the eletion). What do you think of this estimation ?
3. Ten other surveys were organized over the same period. The size of eah sample and thenumber of potential Obama eletors are given in the table below.Survey 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Size 895 873 900 885 899 842 878 900 897 892Obama eletors 462 493 501 437 467 447 468 495 488 478

a. Compute the point estimate for eah survey. Round the answers to 2DP.
b. How many surveys gave a point estimate equal to the true perentage ?
c. If MCain had only known about the 4th survey, what ould he have dedued ?
d. What do you think of the point estimate method ?

Part B – Margin of errorEstimation by point estimate is not a very good method. The hanes that the sample will yieldthe true value in the whole population are very small. Furthermore, There may be importantdi�erenes between the point estimates obtained from di�erent samples. This phenomenon isknown as sampling �utuation.To illustrate this, one hundred surveys were simulated with a omputer, eah one over a po-pulation of 900 people. (To do so, the perentage of Obama eletors in the whole population,
p = 0.53, was used). The satterplot below shows the perentage of potential Obama eletors ineah survey.
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1. On the satterplot, show the perentage p of Obama eletors in the whole population witha horizontal red line. How many simulated surveys gave that exat value ?1



2. a. The value m = 1
√

n
, where n is the size of a sample, is alled the margin of error at95% on�dene for that sample. Compute this value to 3DP.

b. On the graph, show the values p−m and p+m with two horizontal blue lines.
c. How many surveys gave a point estimate inluded in the interval [p−m; p+m], alled�utuation interval at 95% on�dene ?
d. Is the answer to the previous question onsistent with the name of the interval ?

3. Compute the margin of error and �utuation interval at 95% on�dene for samples of size
n = 25, then n = 100 and n = 500. What do you notie about the margin of error whenthe size of the sample inreases ?

6.2 The French lottery and odd numbersThe priniples of the Frenh National Lottery (Loto) are fairly simple. Eah player piks sixnumbers (plus one, that we won't onsider in this exerise) between 1 and 49. On lottery day,49 balls with numbers from 1 to 49 are randomly drawn from a mahine. The balls are not putbak in the mahine, so the same number annot appear twie in a drawing. The order in whihthe balls are drawn is irrelevant.Among the numbers from 1 to 49, there are 25 odd numbers and 24 even numbers. So it seemsthat the Frenh lottery favours odd numbers. This is what we will study in this exerise.
Part A – Drawing a single numberIn this part, we onsider the random experiment that onsists in drawing a single ball from the49 in the mahine.

1. What is the probability of the drawn number being odd ? Give the result as an irreduiblefration and as an approximate value to 2DP.
2. Fifty samples, eah made of n = 100 independant drawings of a ball were simulated witha omputer. For eah sample, the proportion of odd numbers was omputed. The resultsof these �fty samples of size 100 are given below.0.44 0.52 0.50 0.44 0.51 0.41 0.44 0.40 0.57 0.500.51 0.43 0.59 0.46 0.55 0.35 0.55 0.43 0.53 0.530.45 0.42 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.45 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.570.52 0.55 0.53 0.46 0.45 0.44 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.460.55 0.48 0.43 0.51 0.49 0.38 0.52 0.40 0.50 0.46

a. How many samples showed a proportion equal to the theoretial value to 2DP?
b. Compute the �utuation interval at 95% on�dene.
c. How many samples showed a proportion inside the margin of error ?
d. Can you �nd a margin of error at 99% on�dene ?

Part B – Drawing six numbersIn this seond part, we onsider the random experiment that onsists of drawing suessivelysix balls, without putting them bak in the mahine. It an be proven that in eah drawing ofsix numbers, there is an average of 3.0612 odd numbers, so a proportion q = 3.0612

6
≈ 0.51, orapproximately 51%.Fifty samples, eah made of n = 100 independant drawings of six suesive balls were simulatedwith a omputer. For eah sample, the proportion of odd numbers was omputed. The results ofthese �fty samples of size 100 are given below.
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0.527 0.475 0.500 0.522 0.558 0.518 0.510 0.518 0.550 0.6070.515 0.468 0.517 0.485 0.498 0.473 0.505 0.507 0.492 0.4980.508 0.408 0.563 0.612 0.542 0.497 0.508 0.498 0.500 0.5350.498 0.508 0.525 0.478 0.517 0.528 0.492 0.487 0.535 0.5230.512 0.543 0.522 0.482 0.530 0.478 0.508 0.532 0.528 0.527
1. Compute the �utuation interval at 95% on�dene.
2. How many samples showed a proportion inside the interval ?

Part C – Probabilities on the number of odd numbersThe table below shows the probabilities of drawing k odd numbers among the six, for k from 0to 6. Values have been rounded to 3DP.Odd numbers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6Probability 0.010 0.076 0.228 0.333 0.250 0.091 0.013For eah of the following sentenes, say if it's true or false. Justify eah answer with a omputationor an explanation.
1. There are more hanes to draw 4 odd numbers or more than 2 odd numbers or less.
2. There are as many hanes to draw at least 3 odd numbers than at least 3 even numbers.
3. There are more than 90% hanes to draw at least 2 odd numbers.
4. There are as many hanes to draw exatly 3 odd numbers than exatly 3 even numbers.
5. There are 50% hanes to draw as many odd numbers and even numbers.
6. There are more hanes to draw no even number than to draw no odd number.

6.3 Using margins of error to make decisions

Part A – Accepting or rejecting an assumptionIt is know that in the Frenh population, 26% are allergi to pollen. In one partiular sample of400 people, 120 su�er from that allergy.
1. Compute the �utuation interval at 95% on�dene.
2. What is the frequeny of allergi individuals in this sample ?
3. Would you onsider this sample representative of the Frenh population ?

Part B – Parity in French Region councilsAfter the 2004 regional eletions in Frane, the repartition between women and men in fourregional ounils was as follows. We onsider that these ounils are random samples of the loalpolitiian population in Frane. Men Women TotalBurgundy 32 25 57Brittany 38 47 85Rh�ne-Alpes 81 76 57Île-de-Frane 103 106 209
1. Supposing that parity between men and women is real in a regional ounil, what shouldbe the perentage of women in that ounil ?
2. Find out the �utuation interval at 95% on�dene for the proportion of women in eahounil.
3. What do you think of the parity between men and women in the loal politiian populationin Frane. 3



Part C – A car factoryIn a ar fatory, a ontrol is done for �aws of the type �grainy spots on the hood�. Normally, 20%of the vehiles present this kind of �aws. While ontrolling a random sample of 50 vehiles, it isseen that 13 vehiles have it. Should it be a matter of onern ?
Part D – Rodrigo Partida’s caseIn 1970, the Mexian-Amerian Rodrigo Partida was sentened to eight years of prison. He ap-pealed to the judgment ontending that he was denied due proess and equal protetion of lawbeause the grand jury of Hidalgo County, Texas, whih indited him, was unonstitutionally un-derrepresented by Mexian-Amerians. He introdued evidene that in 1970, the total populationof Hidalgo County was 181,535 persons of whih 143,611, or approximately 79.2% were personsof Spanish language or Spanish surname. Next, he presented evidene showing the ompositionof the grand jury lists over a period of ten years prior to and inluding the term of ourt in whihthe inditment against him was returned. Of the 870 persons seleted for grand jury duty, only39.0% were Mexian-Amerians. If you were a judge in the ourt of appeals, how would you reatto these allegations ?

Confidence interval

6.4 In this exerise, we look again at the US 2008 eletion. We will introdue a better methodof estimation, based on the onept of margin of error. Instead of a simple point estimate, wewill build for eah sample a on�dene interval whose diameter depends on the margin of errorwe allow.We still note p the perentage of Obama eletors in the whole population (so p = 0.53). Now,onsider a sample fo size n yielding a point estimate f of p. We've seen in the previous part thatthe margin of error at 95% on�dene is m = 1
√

n
. Indeed, the probability of the point estimate

f being in the interval [p− 1
√

n
, p+ 1

√

n

] is approximately equal to 95%.
1. Translate the fat that f belongs to that interval with two inequalities.
2. Prove that the fat that f belongs to that interval is equivalent to the fat that p belongsto the interval [f − 1

√

n
, f + 1

√

n

].The interval [f − 1
√

n
, f + 1

√

n

] is alled a 95% on�dene interval. Intuitively, this means that,knowing f and not p, we have a 5% risk of being wrong if we onsider that p is in the interval.But, as p is �xed, it's not really orret to talk about probability. One the on�den interval isdetermined, p is either in it or not !
1. Find the 95% on�dene intervals for the surveys of exerie 1 part A.
2. How many surveys gave a on�dene interval inluding the real value ?

6.5 The referendum on the European constitution

1. The Frenh referendum on the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe was heldon 29 May 2005 to deide whether Frane should ratify the proposed Constitution of theEuropean Union. The question put to voters was : �Do you approve the bill authorising therati�ation of the treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe ?�Below are given the results of some surveys arried out before the referendum.
4



Dates Institute Size Proportion of � no �18 and 19 Marh 2005 Ipsos 860 0.5225 and 26 Marh 2005 Ipsos 944 0.541er and 2 April 2005 Ipsos 947 0.5216 and 17 Marh 2005 CSA 802 0.5123 Marh 2005 CSA 856 0.551 and 2 April 2005 Louis Harris 1004 0.5431 Marh and 1 April 2005 IFOP 868 0.5524 Marh 2005 IFOP 817 0.53
a. Find the 95% on�dene interval for eah survey.
b. The result was a vitory for the "No" ampaign, with 54.67%. A ommentator thensaid that not many surveys had antiipated suh a deisive result. What do you thinkof that opinion ?

2. The United Kingdom referendum was expeted to take plae in 2006. Following the rejetionof the Constitution by voters in Frane in May 2005 and in the Netherlands in June 2005,the referendum was postponed inde�nitely.ICM researh asked 1,000 voters in the third week of May 2005 �If there were a referendumtomorrow, would you vote for Britain to sign up to the European Constitution or not ?� :57% said no. Find the 95% on�dene interval for this survey. If you were a politiian, whatwould you dedue from this ?
6.6 M&MsJosh Madison is a 30-something New Yorker who runs a personal website on the internet. In oneof his artiles, he states the following ruial problem.I love M&M's. I'm partial to the plain Milk Choolate variety, but I've been known to have aPeanut from time to time in order to remind myself why I don't like them that muh. Often,while eating a pak, I'll wonder how they're made and how the olors are distributed.After wondering about it a little more, I heked out M&M's web site. Aording to it, eahpakage of Milk Choolate M&M's should ontain 30% blue, 20% brown, 10% green, 10% orange,10% red, and 20% yellow M&M's. I heked the next few pakages of M&M's that I ate and foundthat their perentages were not even lose to the stated distribution. In my mind, this sort ofon�rmed my thoughts about how they produe M&M's : When they make M&M's, in anyprodution run, they produe the stated perentage of eah olor and then just �ll the paks o�a onveyor line or some other weight based method. This would mean that any single pakageould be way o� from the stated perentage ; but analyze the ounts over a large number ofpakages, and they should onverge towards the stated perentages.Today, we will study this essential problem on a few bags of M&Ms. First, we will onsider eahbag as a sample.
1. Open your bag of M&Ms and ount the number of andies of eah olor and the totalnumber of andies. Give the results in an absolute frequeny table. As soon as you havethe results, give them to the teaher who will gather the data for the whole lass.
2. a. Compute the on�dene interval at 95% for eah olor of your sample.

b. Consider the blue M&Ms. For how many bags was the expeted perentage in theon�dene interval ? What would you onlude from this result ?
c. Answer the previous question for the other olors.

3. To get a larger sample, we will now use the total numbers of andies of eah olor in allthe bags in the lass. Compute the on�dene interval with that sample and ompare theexperimental results with the expeted values. What would you onlude from that ?5



Simulations

6.7 Random walks on an axis

0 1 2 3−1−2−3A �ea is moving along an axis. It starts from the origin and, after eah jump, lands one unit tothe right or one unit to the left, randomly and with the same probability.A sequene of jumps is alled a walk. For example, if the �ea is always jumping to the right, thewalk will be noted RRRR. If it alternates between right and left, the walk will be noted RLRL.
Part A – Simulations of 4-jumps walksThe �Random� or �Alea� funtion on your alulator delivers a random deimal number between

0 and 1.
1. Devise a method to simulate a 4-jumps walk using the �Random� funtion.
2. Simulate 25 walks and note the �nal position of the �ea at the end of eah walk.
3. What are the possible �nal positions on the axis ? Explain why some are impossible.
4. Count the number of walks for eah �nal position and show the ounts in a table.
5. Add a row to the previous table with the absolute frequenies for the whole lass.
6. Compute the relative frequenies for the whole lass.
7. Compute the average �nal position of the �ea at the end of a 4-jumps walk.

Part B – An algorithmA random walk an be desribed by the algo-rithm shown on the right-hand side, where thealea funtion delivers a random number in theinterval [0, 1[. Parts of the algorithm have beenomitted on purpose. begin
0 → x ;
1 → i ;while i 6 4 doif alea < 0.5 then

. . . . . . . . . → x ;else

. . . . . . . . . → x ;end if
i+ 1 → i;end whileOutput : xend

1. Explain the funtions of the integers x and i in this algorithm.
2. Fill the two inomplete lines.
3. Here are the results of applying the algo-rithm one. What is the �nal position ofthe �ea at the end of this walk ? i 1 2 3 4alea 0.37 0.01 0.93 0.11

x 0 1 2 1 2

4. Apply the algorithm to reate �ve new walks, using the random funtion of your alulatorand displaying all the steps of the algorithm like in the example of the previous question.
5. How would you hange the algorithm to simulate a 30-jumps walk ?6



Part C – Probabilistic studyIn this part, we will use probabilities to study the situation and ompare the theoretial resultsto the frequenies we found in part A.
1. Draw a tree to show all the possible 4-jumps walks. At the end of eah branh, write the�nal position of the �ea.
2. Use the tree to ompute the probability of eah �nal position and give the results in aprobability table.
3. Compute the margin of error at 95% on�dene for your sample of 25 random walks.
4. For eah probability, ount in the lass how many samples of 25 walks gave a frequenywithin the margin of error.

6.8 A birth policyA government has deided to impose a stritbirth poliy. Births in a family must stop assoon as a boy is born or after the birth of thefourth hild.We onsider in this exerise that the probabili-ties of giving birth to a girl or a boy are equaland that eah birth is independant from theprevious births in the same family.This birth poliy an be represented as a tree,where the possible families are boxed.
∅B GGB GGGGB GGGGGGB GGGG

Part A – Simulation and statistical view

1. Do you think that this poliy will favour boys or girls ? No justi�ation is expeted.
2. Devise a method to simulate the omposition of a family with the alulator.
3. Simulate and write down the omposition of 100 families. Count the number of hildrenper family and show the results in a table with absolute and relative frequenies.
4. Compute the arithmeti mean m4 and the median d4 for the number of hildren per familyin your sample of 100 families.
5. Compute the arithmeti mean M4 and the median D4 for all the families in the lass.

Part B – An algorithmThis proess an be desribed as an algorithm.The output is then a list of digits, with 0 re-presenting a girl and 1 representing a boy.
1. Explain the funtions of the whole num-bers x and i in this algorithm.
2. Explain the ondition �x 6= 1 and i 6 4�.Does it ensure that the algorithm will al-ways stop ?
3. What is the funtion of the list L in thisalgorithm?
4. Explain the notation L(i).

beginClear list L ; 0 → x ; 0 → i ;while x 6= 1 and i 6 4 do
i+ 1 → i;if alea < 0.5 then

0 → x;else
1 → x;end if

x → L(i);end whileOutput : Lend7



5. Here are the results of applying the algo-rithm one. Apply the algorithm to get5 families, displaying all the steps of thealgorithm like in the example. i 1 2 3alea 0.37 0.01 0.93

x 0 0 0 1

L () (0) (0, 0) (0, 0, 1)

Part C – Probabilistic study

1. Copy the tree at the beginning of the exerise and add the probabilities.
2. Compute the probability of eah type of family.
3. Show in a table the possible numbers of hildren and their probabilities. Are these proba-bilities onsistent with the frequenies found at the end of part A ?
4. Use the table to ompute the expeted value for the number of hildren in a family.

Part D – The percentage of girlsThe aim of this part is to study the perentage of girls g indued by this birth poliy, andtherefore answer the �rst question of part A. To do so, we will �rst use the simulations of partA, and then the probabilities of part C.
1. Count the number and perentage of girls in your 100 simulated families.
2. From the various values found in the lass, what ould be the theoretial value of thisperentage ?
3. Compute the 95% on�dene interval for the perentage of girls in your sample.
4. Of all the on�dene intervals in the lass, how many inlude the possible value we foundin question 2 ? Does it validate or invalidate this hypothesis ?
5. Use part C to �nd the true value of the perentage g.

6.9 Random walks on a tetrahedronAn ant is walking on the edges of a tetrahedron ABCD,starting from vertex A. When it gets to a vertex, it hoosesrandomly the next edge it will walk on. The aim of thisexerise is to study the time it will take for the ant to gobak to vertex A, assuming that it walks along one edge inexatly 1 minute. A

B

C

D

A walk will be noted as a suession of verties, as in the example below :
A → D → B → C → A.A walk will always start from A and stop as soon as the ant omes bak to A.
Part A – Simulations

1. Devise a method to simulate a random walk.
2. Simulate 25 random walks and ount the duration of eah one. Gather the data in a tablewith the absolute frequeny of eah duration (from 1 to 20 minutes).
3. Explain the value in the olumn for 1 minute.
4. Is the duration neessarily less than 20 minutes ?
5. Find out the minimum, maximum, range, mean and median of this data.
6. Carry out the previous omputations for all the simulated walks in the lass.8



Part B – Probabilistic studyIn this part, we will gather the verties B, C, D, for whih the walk doesn't end in a singleoutome noted BCD. Therefore, from vertex A, the only possibility is to go to BCD, while fromBCD it's possible to go to A or stay in BCD.
A BCD

1. Illustrate this new way of seeing the problem with a more simple graph.
2. Starting from BCD, ompute the probabilities to go to A and to stay in BCD. Use theseresults to put the right probabilities on the arrows of the previous graph.
3. Show in a probability tree the �rst four steps of this proess.
4. Compute the probabilities of a 2-minutes, a 3-minutes and a 4-minutes walk.
5. Without adding a level to the tree, onjeture a value for the probability of a 5-minuteswalk. Dedue the probability of a walk lasting 5 minutes or less.

Part C – Estimation of a percentageIn this part, we will �nd an estimation of the perentage p of walks lasting 5 minutes or less.
1. Compute the perentage of walks lasting 5 minutes or less in your 25 simulated walks.
2. Compute the 95% on�dene interval for this perentage in your sample.
3. Does this interval validate the value onjetured in part B ?
4. Compute the 95% on�dene interval for this perentage in the sample made of all thesimulated walks in the lass.
5. Does this interval validate the value onjetured in part B ?

Homework

6.10 Galileo Galilei (15 February 1564 - 8 January 1642) was an Italian physiist, mathema-tiian, astronomer and philosopher, and withouth any doubt one of the greatest minds of alltimes. He was born, the same year as Shakespeare, in the Italian town of Pisa. He was sent tothe University of Pisa to study mediine, but in 1589 beame professor of mathematis (at theage of 25) through the favours of Ferdinando dei Medii, the Grand Duke of Tusany. Duringthis period, Galileo was �ordered� by the Grand Duke of Tusany to explain a paradox arising inthe experiment of tossing three die.
Why, although there were an equal number of 6 partitions of the numbers 9 and 10. did experience
state that the chance of throwing a total 9 with three fair dice was less than that of throwing a
total of 10 ?

9



Part A – Simulating 1000 throwsUse a spreadsheet (OpenO�e Cal or Mirosoft Exel, for example) to simulate 1000 throws ofa fair die, and ount the frequeny of eah result. To do so, you may use the following funtions :=ALEA.ENTRE.BORNES(1;N) : Produes a random integer between 1 and N.=SOMME(A1:A7) : Computes the sum of the numbers in ells A1 to A7, inluding all ells inbetween.=NB.SI(A1:A7;k) : Counts how many times the value k ours in the ells A1 to A7.Give the results of your 1000 simulations in an absolute frequeny table. Does it on�rm theDuke's statement ?
Part B – Galileo’s solutionBelow is an extrat from Galileo's answer to the Great Duke of Tusany, translated by E. H.Thorne.

The fact that in a dice-game certain numbers are more advantageous than others has a very obvious
reason, i.e. that some are more easily and more frequently made than others, which depends on their
being able to be made up with more variety of numbers. Thus a 3 and an 18, which are throws
which can only be made in one way with 3 numbers (that is, the latter with 6.6.6 and the former
with 1.1.1, and in no other way), are more difficult to make than, e.g. 6 or 7, which can be made
up in several ways, that is, a 6 with 1.2.3 and with 2.2.2 and with 1.1.4, and a 7 with 1.1.5, 1.2.4,
1.3.3, and 2.2.3. Nevertheless, although 9 and 12 can be made up in as many ways as 10 and 11,
and therefore they should be considered as being of equal utility to these, yet it is known that long
observation has made dice-players consider 10 and 11 to be more advantageous than 9 and 12. And
it is clear that 9 and 10 can be made up by an equal diversity of numbers (and this is also true
of 12 and 11). [. . .]
Three special points must be noted for a clear understanding of what follows. The first is that
that sum of the points of 3 dice, which is composed of 3 equal numbers, can only be produced by
one single throw of the dice : and thus a 3 can only be produced by the three ace-faces, and a 6,
if it is to be made up of 3 twos, can only be made by a single throw. Secondly : the sum which
is made up of 3 numbers, of which two are the same and the third different, can be produced by
three throws : as e.g. , a 4 which is made up of a 2 and of two aces, can be produced by three
different throws ; that is, when the first die shows 2 and the second and third show the ace, or the
second die a 2 and the first and third the ace ; or the third a 2 and the first and second the ace.
And so e.g. , an 8, when it is made up of 3.3.2, can be produced also in three ways : i.e. when the
first die shows 2 and the others 3 each, or when the second die shows 2 and the first and third
3, or finally when the third shows 2 and the first and second 3. Thirdly the sum of points which
is made up of three different numbers can be produced in six ways. As for example, an 8 which
is made up of 1.3.4. can be made with six different throws : first, when the first die shows 1, the
second 3 and the third 4 ; second, when the first die still shows 1, but the second 4 and the third
3 ; third, when the second die shows 1, and the first 3 and the third 4 ; fourth, when the second
still shows 1, and the first 4 and the third 3 ; fifth, when the third die shows 1, the first 3, and
the second 4 ; sixth, when the third shows 1, the first 4 and the second 3. Therefore, we have so
far declared these three fundamental points ; first, that the triples, that is the sum of three-dice
throws, which are made up of three equal numbers, can only be produced in one way ; second, that
the triples which are made up of two equal numbers and the third different, are produced in three
ways ; third, that those triples which are made up of three different numbers are produced in six
ways.

1. In the �rst paragraph, Galileo explains that there is only one way to make a 3, but severalto make a 6.
a. Find in the text how many ways there are to make a 6.10



b. In the same manner, �nd out all the ways to make the numbers 9 and 10.
c. What statement in Galileo's text is then proved ?

2. Explain the seond paragraph with the example of the di�erent ways to make a 6, anddedue how many di�erent throws atually make this value.
3. Compute in the same way the number of di�erent throws that make a 9 and those thatmake a 10.
4. Write the onlusion of Galileo's paper, explaining to the Great Duke of Tusany thesolution to this problem. (Minimum 50 words, maximum 150 words.)

Part C – The Passe-Dix gamePasse-dix, also alled passage in English, is a game of hane using die. It is played with threedie. There is always a banker, and the number of players is unlimited. To win, a player mustthrow a point above ten (or pass ten � whene the name of the game).
1. Use Galileo's method to ompute the number of throws that an give eah possible sum.Give the results in an absolute frequeny table.
2. Add to the previous table the probabilities of eah sum, given as an irreduible frationand an approximate value to 3 DP.
3. Compute the relative frequenies in the 1000 simulated throws of part A and ompare themto the probabilities. Are the values very di�erent ?
4. Compute the probability of �passing ten�. Is it a fair game ?

Last year’s testA random rae is going on between a hare 1 and a tortoise 2. It is played by rolling repeatedly afour-sided fair die.
• If a 4 turns up, the hare diretly reahes the �nish line and wins.
• If a 1, a 2 or a 3 turns up, the tortoise moves towards the �nish line and the die is rolled again.The tortoise wins after moving four times.

Part A – Simulation and statistical study

1. Devise a method to simulate the game with a alulator.
2. A sample of 140 raes have been simulated. Below are given the winners for eah of theseraes, where the letter H stands for the hare and T for the tortoise.H � H � H � T � H � H � H � T � T � H � H � T � H � H � H � H � H � T � T � TT � T � H � T � T � T � T � H � H � H � T � T � T � H � T � T � H � H � H � TT � H � H � H � H � T � T � T � T � H � H � H � T � H � H � H � H � H � H � HT � T � T � H � H � H � H � H � T � T � T � T � H � T � H � H � H � T � T � HT � T � H � T � H � H � T � H � T � H � T � T � T � H � T � H � H � H � T � TT � H � H � T � H � H � T � T � H � T � T � H � H � H � H � T � T � H � H � HT � T � H � T � H � H � H � H � H � T � H � H � H � H � H � H � H � H � H � H
3. Copy the table below and �ll it out with the absolute and relative frequenies.1. hare : lièvre2. tortoise : tortue 11



Winner Hare TortoiseAbsolute frequeniesRelative frequenies
4. Compute the on�dene interval at 95% for the perentage of raes won by the hare.
5. Explain in a few words what a on�dene interval at 95% on�dene is.
6. What is the range 3 of this on�dene interval ? How ould we lower it ?
7. Aording to this sample, do you think that these rules are to the advantage of the hareor the tortoise ?

Part B – An algorithmThis game an be represented as the following algorithm.Input : 0 → T ; O → H ;beginwhile H 6= 1 and T 6= 4 doif alea < 0.25 then
1 → H ;else
T + 1 → T ;end ifend whileif . . . thenOutput : �The hare wins.�elseOutput : �The tortoise wins.�end ifend

8. Explain the funtions of the numbers H and T in this algorithm.
9. Explain the ondition �H 6= 1 and T 6= 4�. Does it ensure that the algorithm will alwaysstop ?

10. What should be entered in the last �If� instrution so that the output will be orret ?
Part C – A probabilistic view

11. Copy and �ll out the following probability tree :
∅

H. . . T. . .

H. . . T. . .
. . .. . .

. . .. . .

12. At the end of eah branh of the tree, write down the winner and the probability of thissituation.
13. Dedue that the probability of the hare winning is 175

256
.

14. Aording to the following result do you think that these rules are to the advantage of thehare or the tortoise ?
15. The probability omputed in question 13 is not inluded in the on�dene interval frompart A. Does it mean that something is wrong with one of these omputations ?3. range of an interval : amplitude 12





GlossaryEnglish Frenh ExplanationSurvey Sondage A method for olleting quantitativeinformation about items in a popula-tion.Sample Éhantillon A subset of a population seleted formeasurement, observation or questio-ning, to provide statistial informationabout the population.Sampling Éhantillonage The proess or tehnique of obtaininga representative sample.Margin of error Marge d'erreur An expression of the lak of preisionin the results obtained from a sample.Flutuation interval Intervalle de �utuation For a ertain proportion of samples,the interval where the parameter stu-died should be.Estimate (verb) Estimer To alulate roughly, often from im-perfet data.Estimate Estimation A rough alulation or guess.Estimation Estimation The proess of making an estimate.Point estimate Estimation pontuelle A single value omputed from sampledata, used as a "best guess" for anunknown population parameter.Con�dene interval Intervalle de on�ane A partiular kind of interval estimateof a population parameter.Simulate (verb) Simuler To model, repliate, dupliate the be-havior, appearane or properties of asystem or environmentSimulation Simulation Something whih simulates a systemor environment in order to predit a-tual behaviour.Aw, people an ome up with statistis to prove anything, Kent. Forfty perent of allpeople know that. (Homer Simpson)Lottery : A tax on people who are bad at math. (Anonymous)Do not put your faith in what statistis say until you have arefully onsidered whatthey do not say. (William W. Watt)He uses statistis as a drunken man uses lampposts - for support rather than forillumination. (Andrew Lang)


